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Circadian dysfunction and
cardio-metabolic disorders
in humans
Natalia Marhefkova1,2, Martin Sládek3, Alena Sumová3

and Michal Dubsky1,2*

1Diabetes Centre, Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czechia, 2First Faculty of
Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czechia, 3Institute of Physiology, The Czech Academy of
Sciences, Prague, Czechia
The topic of human circadian rhythms is not only attracting the attention of

clinical researchers from various fields but also sparking a growing public interest.

The circadian system comprises the central clock, located in the suprachiasmatic

nucleus of the hypothalamus, and the peripheral clocks in various tissues that are

interconnected; together they coordinate many daily activities, including sleep

and wakefulness, physical activity, food intake, glucose sensitivity and

cardiovascular functions. Disruption of circadian regulation seems to be

associated with metabolic disorders (particularly impaired glucose tolerance)

and cardiovascular disease. Previous clinical trials revealed that disturbance of

the circadian system, specifically due to shift work, is associated with an

increased risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus. This review is intended to provide

clinicians who wish to implement knowledge of circadian disruption in diagnosis

and strategies to avoid cardio-metabolic disease with a general overview of

this topic.
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1 Circadian clock and its parameters

Circadian rhythms are driven by endogenous cellular clocks that are responsible for

temporal programming of physiological and behavioral processes, as well as the

synchronization of these processes with changes in environmental conditions within a

24-hour cycle. These clocks generate rhythm with an approximate 24-hour period owing to

a molecular transcriptional-translational feedback loop (TTFL) composed of families of

clock genes (e.g. human genes PER1-3, CRY1-2, NR1D1-2, RORA-C, BMAL1-2, CLOCK,

NPAS2) that are quite kept across different animal phyla (1). The encoded proteins

function as transcriptional activators or repressors, controlling the expression of their
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partners and downstream clock-controlled genes, which govern

tissue-specific rhythmic processes. Levels of regulation in addition

to TTFL such as phosphorylation of key proteins, further guarantee

the stability, precision and temperature compensation of the

cellular clock (2).

In humans, as in other mammals, the clocks are mutually

interconnected to form a hierarchical system, which is governed

centrally from a structure in the hypothalamus called the

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) (3). These paired nuclei are

morphologically and functionally arranged as the main trigger of

rhythmicity at the systemic level (Figure 1) and receive all signals

directly from specific cells in the retina, which enable

synchronization of the physiological biorhythm with light-dark

cycles. Other internal clocks in the brain and elsewhere in the

body use some of the SCN-controlled rhythmic signals, in addition

to external time, to synchronize with each other. This is achieved via

multiple signals which include daily changes in the tonus of

autonomous nerves system, hormone levels, body temperature,

metabolic state, etc. Although the SCN clock receives feedback

from peripheral tissues, it is predominantly synchronized by the

light/dark cycle and is highly resistant to most of the signals under

standard conditions of energy balance (4).

Signals which entrain circadian clocks are called “Zeitgeber”

(time giver or time cue in German), a term which was first used by

Jürgen Aschoff, one of the founders of the field of human

chronobiology (5). His work demonstrated the existence of

endogenous (internal) biological clocks in humans maintained in

time-isolation. In addition, he showed that certain exogenous

(external) cues, which he called Zeitgebers, influence the phase

and period of these internal clocks (5).
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1.1 Sleep parameters and their evaluation

Sleep is the most important factor when setting one’s circadian

rhythmicity. Its timing is controlled by a complex process that

requires coordination between the circadian clock in the SCN and

hormonal homeostasis (6). Nevertheless, other factors such as

mental and physical health can also be very important aspects for

quality of sleep.

Most of the latest sleep studies have focused on basic sleep

parameters that include sleep duration (e.g., insomnia,

hypersomnia), sleep quality (e.g., fragmentation) and sleep timing

(e.g., delayed, advanced, irregular, non-24 hour) (7). These sleep

characteristics are often related to individual chronotype (6), as is

discussed below.

There are multiple approaches (both subjective and objective)

to evaluating sleep parameters, depending on the type of the study,

experimental conditions and expected outputs (8).

A subjective evaluation of sleep quality is attained by using

specialized self-reported questionnaires. The most commonly used

questionnaires include, but are not limited to, the Pittsburgh Sleep

Quality Index (PSQI), the Jenkins Sleep Scale (JSS), the Leeds Sleep

Evaluation Questionnaire (LSEQ), the Insomnia Severity Index

(ISI), and the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) (Table 1). Some

questionnaires include additional questions regarding socio-

economic status in order to collect information on social

deprivation (EPICES) or employment conditions (KARASEK) (7).

The PSQI is a self-report questionnaire, developed by

researchers at the University of Pittsburgh (8), that evaluates

sleep quality over a period of 1 month. The evaluation consists of

19 individual items, which form 7 components that provide an
FIGURE 1

The peripheral circadian clock is regulated by the central clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) through responses to hormones, the
neurological system, physical activity, and eating habits. Created in BioRender.
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overall score. It is the most commonly used subjective assessment of

sleep quality and is therefore utilized as a standardized sleep

questionnaire for clinicians and researchers. When assessing the

PSQI, seven component scores are evaluated, each receiving a score

from 0 (no difficulty) to 3 (severe difficulty). The component scores

are added together to give an overall score (range 0 to 21). Higher

scores indicate poorer sleep quality. The PSQI is a general

assessment and includes subscales that measure total sleep time,

sleep onset latency, sleep efficiency (ratio of total sleep time to time

spent in bed), sleep disturbances, degree of fragmentation (i.e., the

number of arousals in relation to total sleep time), use of sleep

medications, daytime alertness and total waking time. Little is

currently known about how the various constructs, which

comprise the PSQI, are individually related to diabetes control (9).

The Sleep Regularity Index (SRI) is a relatively new metric for

measuring sleep regularity. The SRI evaluates the probability
Frontiers in Endocrinology 03
(presented as a percentage) of an individual being in the same state

(awake or asleep) at any two time points 24 hours apart (10). Delays

in circadian sleep/wake cycles and unfavorable cardiometabolic (CM)

outcomes, such as an increased 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease,

obesity, hypertension, T2DM markers, high fasting blood glucose

levels and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), have been linked to lower

SRI scores (11). These metrics, implemented as supplementary

techniques used to characterize sleep regularity in ongoing studies,

may provide a better understanding of the association between sleep

and cardio-metabolic disorders.

Essentially, there are objective and subjective methods to

classify sleep parameters in a patient. With regards to the

objective assessment, polysomnography (PSG) is considered the

gold standard when evaluating sleep physiology (12). This method

implements a significant amount of complementary information

that can be useful in various ways, such as in diagnosing sleep

disorders (Figure 2). Polysomnography requires overnight

monitoring of the patient in a specialized medical facility, and it

is therefore not suitable for the assessment of sleep parameters in

real life conditions. Various devices for monitoring behavioral

activity (actigraphy) and other sleep parameters have been

developed for this type of “field study.”

Actigraphy is used to evaluate activity and rest cycles to

determine sleep parameters such as timing, duration and

fragmentation. Behavioral activity is monitored by a small motion

sensor detector (accelerometer) worn like a watch on the non-

dominant wrist (13). It enables the tracking of sleep over extended

periods of time in a non-laboratory environment. These devices

allow long-term non-invasive examination of circadian rhythm and

sleep disruption in patients with various disorders, including

neurodegenerative (14) and CM disorders (15).

The new wave of fitness trackers and other health-optimizing

(‘biohacking’) gadgets is booming, multisensory devices are

becoming popular due to the fact that they are labelled ‘user-

friendly’ by the trade industry. These devices are capable of

receiving a wide range of biosignals from their users. However,

the effectiveness of these commercial devices remains controversial

and their reliability has yet to be tested. In a recent study, four

wearable (Fatigue Science Readiband, Fitbit Alta HR, Garmin Fenix

5S, Garmin Vivosmart 3) and three non-wearable (EarlySense Live,

ResMed S+, SleepScore Max) consumer sleep-tracking devices were

tested for performance in thirty-four healthy young adults (22

women; mean age 28.1 ± 3.9 years). All sleep data from these

devices were compared with the data from actigraphy and PSQ.

Most devices performed on par with (in some cases even

outperforming) actigraphy in measuring sleep-wake performance,

while the Garmin devices fared worse (16). A Korean study

compared another well-known activity tracker called Fitbit
FIGURE 2

Comparison of sleep assessment methods by levels of accuracy.
TABLE 1 Types of questionnaires used to assess sleep quality.

Name
of
questionnaire

Number
of

questions

Result
score
range

Focus/output

Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality
Index (PSQI

7 0-21 7 components to asses
overall sleep quality
>5 considered as a
significant
sleep disturbance

Insomnia severity
index (ISI)

17 0-28 evaluates symptoms of
insomnia,
valuation of sleep
difficulty intensity
>15 score indicates
moderate to severe
insomnia, 8- 14
subthreshold insomnia

Morningness –
Eveningness
Questionnaire
(MEQ)

19 16-86 psychological behavior
5 chronotypes (extreme
morning, moderate
morning, intermediate,
moderate evening,
extreme evening)

Munich Chronotype
Questionnaire
(MCTQ)

17 Sleep
time
in hours

primarily focused on
sleep timing
relation to age, gender
and self-declared body
mass index
MSFsc: midpoint of sleep
on work-free days,
corrected for sleep-debt
to asses chronotype

Sleep Timing
Questionnaire
(STQ)

18 Direct
responses

used to determine
habitual bedtime and
wake times
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Charge HR to actigraphy in 16 healthy young adults, and the results

showed high accuracy of Fitbit tracker in assessing sleep and

measuring circadian rest-activity rhythm (17). Ring-sized

wearables are increasingly used by many consumers worldwide.

One study tested the ŌURA ring and compared its performance in

measuring sleep and sleep stages with that of the PSG. Sleep was

monitored during a single laboratory night in 41 healthy

adolescents and young adults (13 females; mean age: 17.2 ± 2.4

years) (12). In our opinion, this well-designed study provided

promising results that confirm the performance of this device.

The study showed that the summary variables for key sleep

parameters, such as sleep onset latency, total sleep time, and

waking after falling asleep, did not differ between the ŌURA ring

and the PSG. The ŌURA ring was 96% in accordance with the PSG

in detecting sleep, other parameters like wakefulness (48%), light

sleep (65%), deep sleep (51%) and REM sleep (61%) were less in

conformity. However, the ŌURA ring produced considerable

variability in measuring sleep depth (underestimation) and REM

sleep (overestimation) (18, 19).

These results suggest that many commercial sleep monitors

show promising performance in monitoring sleep and wakefulness.

In future studies, they should be tested under different conditions

(different populations and environments) in order to further

investigate their broader validity and applicability in medical

research as an alternative tool to actigraphy for sleep assessment

and circadian rest-activity rhythm measurement in a real-world

environment. The increasing availability of more sophisticated

devices, which go beyond mere activity recording, could provide

clinicians with the opportunity to analyze diversity of sleep and

physiological events during sleep in more detail.
1.2 Chronotype and its evaluation

Individuals differ greatly in their preferences for the time of day

at which they perform certain activities and when they sleep. This

phenomenon is called a chronotype (20) and is the natural

preference of the body for wakefulness and sleep relative to solar

time (and social time). Among the general population, chronotypes

exhibit almost a normal Gaussian distribution (21).

It is assumed that the chronotype is determined by the central

circadian clock and is also expressed via a peripheral clock within an

organism (22). The exact mechanism underlying the chronotype is

not yet fully understood. It is most likely related to the duration of

the endogenous period of the SCN clock, since individuals with

clocks that run with longer periods tend to be later chronotypes

(22). However, other clock parameters may be involved, such as

amplitude and its ability to entrain with actual light exposure (23).

In addition, genetic, social, and environmental factors can also affect

he chronotype (24). A chronotype changes considerably over the

course of a lifetime, with adolescents being late chronotypes, while

children and older people tend to be early chronotypes (25). A

chronotype also appears to be dependent on biological sex since

males tend to be late chronotypes more often than females (23),

however, this difference is age-dependent (26). The factors that

determine an individual’s chronotype are therefore complex.
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A chronotype can be determined subjectively using

standardized, validated self-assessment questionnaires, as well as

objectively by recording daily behavior using the methods described

above or by analyzing biochemical/molecular biomarkers in non-

invasively collected biological samples. The latter approach can

provide precise information about the actual phase or period of the

internal circadian clock.

There are 2 commonly used chronotype questionnaires for

subjective assessment: the Morningness - Eveningness

Questionnaire (MEQ), which assesses the preferred timing of

various behaviors and the Munich Chronotype Questionnaire

(MCTQ), which takes into account differences in sleeping

patterns between workdays and work-free days during the week

(21). The MEQ questionnaire includes 19 specific questions to

determine whether a person’s circadian rhythm peaks (in terms of

alertness) in the morning, evening or in between these two periods.

Most of the questions are preferential, e.g., the respondent is asked

to indicate when they would like to wake or sleep if they had a

choice (full control over their sleep/wake cycle). The MEQ

questionnaire categorizes groups into morning types, evening

types and intermediate types. The score ranges from 16 to 86,

with lower scores indicating the evening types. The MCTQ is a

useful tool in assessing chronotypes based on self-reported times of

sleep or wakefulness, as well as sleep latency and inertia. The

questionnaire expresses the chronotype as a midpoint of sleep on

work-free days (Mid-Sleep on Free Days or MSF). The MCTQ and

its significantly shortened version, µMCTQ (27), have been proven

useful in assessing chronotypes in studies involving large

populations, primarily through the use of an online version of the

questionnaire (21). A more demanding approach is to identify a

chronotype by incorporating the MCTQ into a group of questions

within a population-representative sociodemographic survey. These

are carried out by in-person visits to households, which provide

data on chronotypes and their correlation with various social, health

and life-style factors (20).

Methods used to estimate a chronotype objectively are mostly

based on wrist actigraphy, i.e., the same methodology mentioned

above for the assessment of sleep timing. One modification of this

approach is to measure circadian rhythm parameters by monitoring

wrist temperature, which is partially subject to regulation by the

circadian system (28). Newer devices are equipped with a

temperature sensor that is attached to the inside of the wrist with

medical tape, with the sensor surface placed over the radial artery of

the non-dominant hand. This temperature marker has been

validated to reflect the circadian rhythm, which is related to the

timing of light exposure and the amplitude of melatonin secretion.

Melatonin is produced in the pineal gland and regulated mainly

by the SCN clock and light exposure (29–31). Therefore, an increase

in melatonin levels exceeding the low diurnal levels found under

low light conditions is used as a marker for the endogenous clock

and determines the onset of subjective night, which varies according

to chronotype (14).

More recently, other non-direct light-responsive markers have

been introduced. They are mostly based on the molecular

mechanism underlying circadian rhythmicity at the cellular level,

and they have the ability to detect the phase of the molecular clock
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in human samples, such as blood, skin, oral mucosa, and hair

follicles (22).
1.3 A chronotype and its association with
CM disorders

All the approaches mentioned above require collecting samples

from subjects in short intervals around the clock. As a result, there

has been an effort to introduce a technology that can reliably detect

the phase of the clock from a single sample. Novel technologies

suitable for rapid assessment of the phase of the circadian system

and chronotype in outpatient care would provide useful diagnostic

information in treating not only sleep disorders but also lifestyle-

related disorders. Indeed, having an extreme chronotype is

recognized as one of the risk factors or subclinical predictors of

metabolic and cardiovascular disorder (CVD). Evening (late)

chronotypes are generally more susceptible to CVD than are

morning chronotypes (32). The pathomechanisms are unclear,

but they are often explained as being related to either lifestyle

factors (e.g., smoking and drinking alcohol; both more common in

late chronotypes) or an increased susceptibility to disruption of

rhythms (see below). For example, late chronotypes have

significantly higher fasting blood glucose, HbA1c, triglycerides

and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL) than their morning

counterparts; however, no significant differences were found in

BMI, the energy intake or blood pressure (BP) (33). When gender

was involved as a variable in one study, a late chronotype correlated

with a higher BMI, specifically in women (20). An extremely late

chronotype, normalized for age and sex, has significantly lower

HDL levels and a higher LDL/HDL ratio than those of an extremely

early chronotype (20). A late chronotype is also positively correlated

with levels of proteins associated with insulin resistance and

cardiovascular disease, specifically retinoic acid receptor protein 2,

fatty acid-binding protein adipocytes, tissue-type plasminogen

activator, and plasminogen activator inhibitor (32).

Many studies have repeatedly confirmed that the risk of

developing type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is higher in late

chronotypes (34). Studies revealed that a chronotype could have a

significant impact on insulin resistance since late chronotypes are

associated with less favorable glycemic control; these studies did not

take sleep duration or overall physical activity (PA) into account

(35, 36).

Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that not only late

chronotypes but also extremely early chronotypes may be

associated with increased CVD markers such as lower HDL,

higher triglycerides and an increased atherogenic plasma index

(26). Due to a lack of evidence, we can currently only speculate

about the underlying mechanisms. Since extreme chronotypes tend

to have a larger phase angle between their endogenous clock and

external time than do non-extreme chronotypes, the amplitude of

their rhythms may be negatively affected. This may be further

exacerbated by weak entrainment cues in modern urban settings.

Instead of continually adapting to external time, extreme early

chronotypes may experience sudden phase shifts when their clock

runs out of sync with the light-dark cycle. This may destabilize the
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endogenous rhythm governing the metabolism of fatty acids

and cholesterol.

Having a late chronotype is a strong predictor for a higher

discrepancy between social time and endogenous (biological) time,

which is referred to as social jet lag (21). This discrepancy is

common in modern society and can be a result of either poor

synchronization of the preferred sleep-wake cycle with social time

(by choice or due to illness) or night shift work schedules. Some

evidence indicates that the mismatch between preferred sleep time

and long-term work schedules is associated with an increased risk of

T2DM due to the disruption of glucose metabolism and a reduction

in glucose tolerance (37). This mismatch could worsen disease

prognosis in patients already diagnosed with T2DM (37). However,

social jet lag is not only limited to shift workers since a significant

portion of the population with standard work schedules experience

this condition to a certain degree. In a recent population-

representative study, 1957 blood samples were analyzed for 9

different biomarkers and results revealed significant associations

between sleep phase preference, social jet lag and CVD

biomarkers (26).

There are, however, other non-circadian factors that are linked

to poor health and increased CVD risk; late chronotypes are more

associated with unhealthy dietary habits (e.g., late-night eating),

reduced PA and/or a low-quality social life (20). Therefore, the

relation between late chronotypes, social jet lag and the risk of CVD

may involve both environmental and behavioral factors.
1.4 Sex differences in sleep, chronotype
and their relationship with CM disorders

Women are generally underrepresented in many research

studies focusing on human physiology, with circadian and sleep

research being no exception. Many human studies tend to exclude

women from participation due to fluctuation in female hormone

levels combined with the overall neuroendocrine system would

possibly modulate circadian responses. A British study on the

association between sleep and cognitive performance in men and

women found that some circadian characteristics, such as the

natural oscillation of the circadian clock and the amplitude of the

melatonin rhythm, differ between men and women; however, no

differences were observed with regards to usual amount of time

spent in bed, sleep duration, or sleep quality as measured by the

PSQI. Interestingly, the study revealed differences between the sexes

with respect to circadian rhythmicity in cognitive skills; women

experienced greater night-time impairment in cognitive

performance than did men (38).

Sex-related sleep disturbances may impact CM functions via

disruption of circadian regulation as well as downregulation of the

metabolic pathways. The SWAN (Study of Women’s Health Across

the Nation) cohort study in perimenopausal women (mean age: 51

years) discovered that the greater the variability in bedtime, the

higher BMI, higher body fat percentage, and lower lean mass

percentage (39). As mentioned earlier, BMI is positively

correlated with a late chronotype in women, but no such

correlation is evident in men (21). Furthermore, social jet lag is
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significantly associated with higher cholesterol levels in the younger

female cohort, but not in the male cohort. Based on a composite of

blood pressure, fasting blood glucose levels, lipid levels, and waist

circumference measurement, another study conducted on female

hospital workers revealed that women who worked rotating shift

schedules had higher CM risk scores (40).

It is becoming more evident that physiological (hormonal

levels), cognitive (spatial processing, emotional condition, and

linguistic fluency) and social factors (family and childcare

responsibilities) interact to create a landscape of different

vulnerabilities to circadian disruption in men and women (41).

However, in addition to the circadian phenotypes, differences

between the sexes with regards to sleep and CM functions may be

mediated independently of, or downstream from, circadian

processes, i.e., at the level of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis

function and fluctuations in reproductive hormones (38), which are

linked to a range of sleep problems and particular sleep

disturbances, including insomnia or breathing issues throughout

the course of various phases of reproductive aging (42).
1.5 What can we learn from a UK biobank
study on sleep and their connection to
T2DM risk?

The majority of research focusing on the connection between

circadian disruptions, sleep, and T2DM risk evaluates each sleep

parameter separately rather than as a composite. To address this

oversight, scientists analyzed data from a sizable biomedical

database and research resource that included detailed health and

genetic information from half a million UK participants between

2006 and 2010 and involved over 500 000 participants nationwide

(43). After nearly nine years of follow-up, this extensive population-

based cohort study on the UK Biobank was complete. A total of

6,940 case subjects with incident T2DM had been documented. The

information was utilized to assess the correlation between sleep

factors, genetic risk, and their combined effect on incidence of

T2DM (37, 44). After an average of 8.5 years of follow-up CVD risk

assessment, analysis revealed that early chronotypes were linked to

a lower risk of coronary heart disease (33). High serum 25-

hydroxyvitamin D concentrations are linked to a lower risk of

T2DM, and these correlations are negatively influenced by sleep

patterns, with daytime sleepiness (excessive sleepiness or

hypersomnia) being the main contributor. To address this

oversight, scientists analyzed data from a sizable biomedical

database (45). The results of another large prospective

population-based cohort study were published with the aim of

promoting healthy sleep and circadian patterns throughout

the population.

Another clinical observational study (6)used well-established

sleep parameters (including long or short sleep duration, sleep

scores, snoring, late chronotype, excessive daytime sleepiness and

insomnia) to categorize sleep quality and circadian pattern as

unfavorable, intermediate, or favorable with regards to the

development of T2DM; the study involved 360 403 participants

and 9 years of follow-up. Each participant was placed into a category
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after submitting a self-reported questionnaire. The following

criteria were also established for each category in another

multivariable-adjusted model: age, sex, education, socioeconomic

status, PA level, smoking status, alcohol consumption, BMI, CVD,

cancer, hypertension, and family history of diabetes. A genome-

wide association study used genotyping to evaluate genetic data and

categorize the polygenic risk score as low, intermediate, or high risk

(46). The incidence of T2DM was more than twice as high (5.53%)

in the group of participants with high genetic risk as it was in the

group with a low genetic risk (2.01%). Even after accounting for

different sleep factors, the association between genetic risk and

T2DM incidence remained constant, indicating that sleep, circadian

rhythms, and genetic risk were all independently linked to the

incidence of T2DM. It is important to mention that this study

enrolled only individuals of European ancestry; therefore, the

results cannot be generalized for all ethnic groups since racial

differences were not been taken into account. Another limitation

of this study is its omission of other scientifically confirmed factors

(e.g., shift work, late-night eating, low PA), which contribute to

poor sleep patterns and, as a result, a possible increase in the risk of

developing T2DM.
2 Impact of circadian disruption on
cardiovascular and
metabolic functions

An individual’s health is dependent on the synchronization of

all of the internal clocks in the body, as well as on the

synchronization of said clocks with the external environment.

The circadian system, which regulates metabolism and heart

function, ensures that associated organs can perform at their best

to meet the expected demands of the daytime and nighttime hours.

Recent research on SCN-lesioned rodents revealed that the SCN

clock regulates the diurnal rhythm in whole-body insulin sensitivity

(IS), and a wealth of evidence suggests that the human circadian

system governs the metabolism of glucose, lipids, and energy (47).

The SCN clock regulates the release of hormones that impact

glucose tolerance, such as cortisol, growth hormone, and

melatonin (Figure 3). Muscle tissue exhibits a diurnal rhythm

with higher IS in the morning than in the evening (48). However,

cardio-metabolic functions are also modulated by lifestyle factors,

such as PA, meal timing and sleep patterns. Food intake serves as a

strong timing signal to certain peripheral clocks, while nighttime

light exposure is the primary disruptor of the central clock in the

SCN (49). Consequently, eating at the “wrong” time of day could

disrupt the synchronization of clocks in different tissues. An

imbalance between these variables and an individual’s circadian

rhythm may therefore increase the chance of developing metabolic

and cardiovascular diseases or conditions, primarily T2DM, obesity,

insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, dyslipidemia, or high blood

pressure (BP) (33). The fact that the risk of adverse CVD events

varies according to the time of day, peaking at 9:00 AM and then

again in the evening at 8:00 PM, suggests that circadian disruption

and pathology work together (50). A recent study involving 91
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adults with obesity and prediabetes evaluated post hoc associations

between CM risk factors, physical activity (PA), and circadian

rhythm parameters (monitored by continuous wrist-temperature

measurements) (51). The results showed that a more consistent

circadian rhythm was associated with lower CVD risk. The

relationship of PA to either cardio-metabolic risk or circadian

rhythm had no effect on the incidence of CVD. Physical activity

(PA) was only linked to greater circadian stability in individuals

with lower systolic blood pressure (SBP). The results are extremely

encouraging for future research or clinical practice in this area.

Several lines of evidence have shown that the molecular clock

plays a role in lipid metabolism. Nocturnin, a gene expressed in a

circadian manner and one which produces an enzyme with

deadenylase activity (52, 53), is known to have a key role in the

regulation of lipid metabolism. The circadian clock is also

influenced by excessive fat intake and metabolic changes. Mice

fed a high-fat diet exhibited symptoms of metabolic syndrome,

including hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and obesity, which are all

likely due to widespread reprogramming of the circadian clock, as

well as the transcriptome and metabolome (54). Further research is

needed to understand how fat accumulation and metabolic disease

can disrupt the circadian clock (55–57).

In the following text we discuss lifestyle factors, such as sleep

patterns, physical activity, and food intake that lead to circadian

misalignment and may increase the risk of cardiovascular and

metabolic disorders.

SNS, sympathetic nervous system; PNS, parasympathetic

nervous system; HPA, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis; DRS,

dopaminergic reward system.

Currently, studies are on rise that aim to better characterize how

certain unhealthy lifestyle factors (namely poor sleeping habits,

unfavorable eating schedules and insufficient PA) can negatively

influence glycemic control in patients with T2DM, obesity and an

elevated risk of developing CVD (51, 58, 59).
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2.1 Sleep disruption and CVD risk

Sleep duration is a significant risk factor for developing diabetes.

Research has shown that people who regularly sleep for either very

short or very long periods of time (based on the “optimal” sleep

duration of 7 to 8 hours) are more likely to develop T2DM (48).

However, other factors, such as an undiagnosed illness, may

contribute to the detrimental effects that extended sleep duration

has on health. One explanation for how sleep disturbance and

deprivation affect IS is that they bring about a change in the

sympathovagal balance (60).

In patients with diabetes mellitus, optimal blood glucose control

is assessed on the basis of specific parameters like glycemic

variability (GV), which refers to fluctuations in blood glucose

levels over a specific time interval; these measurements are

presented as time in range (TIR, glycaemia from 3.9 to 10 mmol/

L), time below range (TBR) or time above range (TAR). In a recent

study (61), 28 T2DM patients treated with continuous

subcutaneous insulin infusion therapy had their glycemic

parameters and sleep duration monitored, and results indicated

that PA and longer sleep durations were positively associated with

lower daily GV. It is interesting to note that sleeping for an extra

hour could reduce GV by 0.72% (61). The results suggest that

prolonging sleep duration in T2DM patients can significantly

improve diabetes control, especially with respect to preventing

peripheral neuropathy.

The effect that disruptions in sleep patterns have on glucose

tolerance was previously associated with the hormone melatonin;

this conclusion was reached after the discovery that genetic

variations in MTNR1B – the melatonin receptor gene – correlate

with impaired fasting glucose in T2DM patients (30). However, the

effects of melatonin and variations in MTNR1B on metabolism are

highly contradictory, and the role of melatonin in the

pathophysiology of glucose tolerance remains controversial (30,
FIGURE 3

The central clock, located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus (SCN), synchronizes clocks in peripheral organs through various
neuronal and humoral pathways. Glucose tolerance is directly regulated by circadian rhythm via the neuroendocrine system.
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48, 59). Elucidating the benefits or detriments of melatonin is

crucial for the development of melatonin agonist/antagonist

drugs (30).
2.2 Timing of PA and CM risk

Physical activity is another important factor in maintaining

healthy CM functions. A moderately to vigorously intense level of

PA is recommended by the World Health Organization in order to

prevent CVD. Between 1987 and 2012, one US research study

tracked 5807 men and 7252 women aged 45 to 64 years (all

participants were initially free of CVD), and the results indicated

an inverse correlation between PA and CVD (58). Physical activity

was the most important factor to correlate with circadian rhythm

parameters in healthy young men with various BMIs (optimal, fair

and poor). These men were monitored daily for changes in their

wrist temperature as a measure of circadian rhythm. Other

parameters were also observed, such as body composition,

cardiorespiratory fitness, actigraphy, daily nutritional and sleep

habits, as well as fasting lipid, insulin and glucose levels (62).

In the above-mentioned study involving T2DM patients, PA

carried out at greater than 1.5 Metabolic Equivalents of Task or

METs* for at least 1 hour was associated with lower GV on that

given day; this was the case even though overall PA levels remained

low (61). Furthermore, low bolus insulin doses were associated with

higher GV, which could be due to insufficient doses of insulin at

mealtimes or the absence of bolus insulin when snacking. Similarly,

it is understandable that overall glucose metrics are higher during

sleep than during wakefulness because of the longer intervals

between meals during sleep (61). Another recent study in patients

with T2DM showed that proper PA timing, based on internal time

(chronotype), can help to regulate impaired glucose metabolism

(63). These findings demonstrated that exercise performed at

random times of the day was less effective than workouts carried

out in the morning and evening for patients with early and late

chronotypes, respectively. Results indicated improvement in levels

of HbA1C, fasting blood glucose, triglycerides, HDL, LDL, total

cholesterol, as well as an overall improvement in quality of life in

people with T2DM.

There should be more widespread awareness of the importance

of regular PA combined with sufficient sleep and healthy eating

habits for T2DM patients. It is unclear whether developing exercise

programs tailored to a specific chronotype could help people with

T2DM manage their condition. Further research is necessary to

determine how increasing the level and timing of PA can affect

circadian system status in different populations.

The skeletal muscle circadian clock establishes strong rhythms

during the oxidative metabolism in the tissue and these rhythms

peak in the evening (64). It is therefore tempting to hypothesize that

a decline in metabolic health is partially caused by disruptions in the

muscle tissue rhythms, which are linked to circadian misalignment.

Therefore, decreased oxidation in skeletal muscle may also be linked

to the onset of T2DM (65).
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2.3 Meal timing and CM risk

Dietary recommendations have recently focused more on meal

timing rather than on mere meal quantity and quality (66). The field

of chrono-nutrition is a relatively new area of study that examines

the relationship between the circadian system and food intake.

Food consumption ensures that peripheral clock timing is in

sync with the day/night cycle. The timing of food intake drives

rhythmic processes in the metabolic organs. This is significant

because some metabolic hormones exhibit daily variations due to

the SCN clock, which is unaffected by food intake under energy-

balanced conditions. Several hormones have been shown to have

daily oscillations, the best known of which are melatonin, cortisol,

gonadal steroids, prolactin, thyroid hormone, and growth hormone

(GH). The so-called nutrient-sensitive hormones, which include

insulin, leptin, ghrelin, and adiponectin, also oscillate on a circadian

basis, and their release is influenced by environmental factors such

as feeding time and light-dark cycles (31).

The hormone cortisol, which controls energy levels and primes

the body for an active phase, is released in anticipation of

awakening and peaks in the morning hours (7 a.m. – 9 a.m.) an

individual with a well-synchronized SCN clock. Among all

glucocorticoid hormones, cortisol is one of the most widely-

studied from a circadian point of view (31). In one study, jet lag

and sleep desynchronization were shown to increase cortisol levels

in humans (67), and elevated cortisol has been associated with

several pathologies, including cardiometabolic disease and sleep

disorders (68, 69).

Insulin and ghrelin are two important metabolic regulators, and

several circadian factors are now known to influence their secretion

and activity. In another study, shift work has been shown to

contribute to a rise in insulin secretion and a decrease in insulin

sensitivity, potentially implying a pre-diabetic condition (31). One

study revealed that circadian misalignment induced by sleep

deprivation increased markers of insulin resistance and

inflammation (70). The main role of the hormone ghrelin is

appetite stimulation. One study involving shift workers revealed

that their normal ghrelin cycle becomes disrupted, which may

explain why overeating is so common among such workers (71).

On average, a person eats three meals a day (one 8am, one at

1pm, and one at 6pm), and ghrelin levels peak just before these

mealtimes (72). In particular, eating breakfast on a regular basis can

help regulate plasma lipid levels and glucose homeostasis, but it can

also act as a morning clock synchronization cue (66). However, late-

night meals are linked to inadequate glycemic control in individuals

with T2DM (73). In a recent study, two separate 56-hour sessions of

a random crossover design were used to monitor the metabolism of

older subjects in a whole-room respiratory chamber. The findings

demonstrated that maintaining lipid oxidation requires eating

breakfast and avoiding late-night meals. These finding suggest

that human oxidation, or storage of ingested food, is influenced

by mealtimes which emphasizes the importance of optimal eating

habits (74). More research is required to determine ideal meal

timing and dietary habits for circadian and CM health (25).
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In addition to meal timing, the importance of intervals between

meals has also been widely discussed. Research data from animal

studies has provided evidence that confining daily food intake to 6

to 10 hours and fasting for the remaining hours has beneficial effects

on metabolism, even when consuming high-calorie food (49). This

led to introduction of the “time-restricted eating (TRE)” concept

into human dietary practices. It is a specific form of the more

general “intermittent fasting” and involves alternating fasting and

normal eating times during specific periods within a day or

week (10).

When following TRE schedules, people limit their daily eating

window to four to ten hours, without making any effort to limit

their calorie or dietary intake.

This method has been shown to increase longevity and health in

male mice without affecting the usual diet or daily calorie intake

(75). A recent study (76) presented groundbreaking evidence that,

in contrast to simple calorie restriction (10% life extension), the

positive effects of TRE on health and longevity in mice are greatest

(35% life extension) when the feeding interval coincides with the

natural active phase of the animal. Time-restricted eating (TRE) has

also been suggested for humans as a viable method to restore the

rhythmicity of the metabolic pathways that have been disrupted by

circadian misalignment.

In one study, IS was enhanced when the eating window was

restricted from 7am to 3pm (77). Early TRE significantly improved

body weight, waist circumference, beta cell function, and blood

pressure in men with prediabetes (78).In another study, obese

patients put on an isocaloric early time-restricted eating schedule

(e.g., a 6-hour eating window with dinner no later than 3pm)

showed decreases in insulin resistance that were much greater than

those observed in participants with a 12 hour feeding window (61).

Although the exact process by which TRE affects health is not fully

understood, a logical explanation could be the increase in

robustness of both the rhythmicity of the clock as well as the

downstream pathways in metabolic tissue.

Innovative clinical trials have so far presented mixed results

(79–81). Further research is required to compare different TRE

schedules and their effects in humans (16:8 vs. 14:10; fasting

window: eating window). Furthermore, there are few studies that

focus on determining the most ideal fasting window and TRE

timing (early vs. late) for improvement of health. One major

drawback of these human studies is their inability to discern

between the effects of TRE and calorie restriction. Although

numerous TRE studies have demonstrated some benefits in

people with metabolic disorders, it is crucial that further research

also include participants who are healthy and do not have weight

issues. Moreover, it is important to investigate additional variables,

such as long-term adherence to TRE, quality of the diet while on

TRE, and the social aspects of adjustment to the TRE lifestyle.

Shift work integrates most of the factors that are known to affect

the circadian system (Figure 4). In night shift workers, exposure to

artificial light could disrupt the central circadian clock, while late

night eating disrupts certain peripheral clocks, and this may lead to

internal desynchrony. There are, however, additional non-circadian

mechanisms which indicate that unhealthy eating habits,

insufficient sleep, and decreased PA may contribute to aspects of
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health problems related to shift work (82). Shift workers are

therefore an ideal population to focus on when studying

biological and social rhythm disturbances (i.e., the regularity with

which one participates in social activities during the week).

Working night shifts, particularly when they are part of a rotating

shift schedule, is linked to an increased risk of developing T2DM

(33). The frequency of night shifts is important because, even after

controlling for risk factors and night shift length over the course of a

lifetime, higher numbers of average monthly night shifts have been

linked to an increase in the prevalence of diabetes (83). It is evident

that shift work may lead to irregular meal schedules (i.e., random

eating times) and skipping meals, which may have an impact on the

hormones that regulate appetite (ghrelin, leptin, neuropeptide Y,

and peptide YY) (84). Another condition commonly seen among

shift workers is poor sleep, which could partially contribute to their

higher risk of developing CVD. Some research has revealed that

both shift work and non-shift nurses experience poor sleep

quality (85).

A study involving 26 healthy adults was carried out to

investigate the effects of sleep restriction on insulin resistance. IS

and markers of inflammation were compared in healthy adults

under conditions of circadian alignment against misalignment

(determined as shift work) with daily sleep duration remaining

the same (86). The participants in the above-mentioned study were

subjected to either 5 h of sleep restriction with set nocturnal

bedtimes (circadian alignment) or an 8.5 h bedtime delay

(circadian misalignment). Both interventions comprised 3

inpatient days with a sleep duration of 10 hours, followed by 8

inpatient days with a sleep restriction to 5 hours with fixed

nocturnal bedtimes (circadian adjustment) or with bedtimes

delayed by 8.5 hours on 4 of the 8 days (circadian misalignment).

In both the aligned and misaligned conditions, the daily total sleep

time during the intervention was almost the same. After sleep

restriction, IS dramatically dropped in both groups without a

corresponding rise in insulin secretion, and inflammation went

up. When compared to male participants who adhered to regular

nocturnal bedtimes, the reduction in IS and the increase in

inflammation were both doubled in those exposed to circadian

misalignment. In conclusion, inadequate circadian rhythm

adjustment in the context of shift work may increase the risk of

diabetes and inflammation, while sleep duration is a separate, non-

affecting factor in healthy subjects.
2.4 Shift work and intestinal microbiota

Over the course of a day, the intestinal microbiota in both

humans and mice displays diurnal oscillations that are influenced

by eating rhythms, resulting in time-specific compositional and

functional profiles (87). Dysbiosis and abnormal microbiota diurnal

fluctuations are caused by disruption of the host molecular clock

components or induction of circadian desynchrony (jet lag), and are

primarily caused by poor eating rhythmicity. When feces are

transplanted into germ-free mice, the jet lag-induced dysbiosis in

humans and mice leads to glucose intolerance and obesity (87).

Collectively, these results demonstrate coordinated diurnal
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rhythmicity in meta-organisms and suggest a microbiome-

dependent mechanism for common metabolic disorders in people

with aberrant circadian rhythms, such as those observed in

frequent flyers.

A recent study on the microbiomes of ten male security workers

who worked both daily and night shifts revealed that the gut

microbiota of those who worked night shifts was altered in favor

of “obesogenic” bacteria due to rotational day and night shift work

(82). This finding raises concerns that the altered gut microbiota

caused by shift work may, at minimum, partly account for the

higher risk of gastrointestinal disorders and metabolic syndrome.

This was corroborated by research showing that the disruption of

the microbiome caused by circadian misalignment can also play a

role in the development of insulin resistance. The study involved

transferring feces from “jet-lagged” humans with a disturbed

circadian system into the gut of germ-free mice, which decreased

the mice’s ability to tolerate glucose (88).

Mortas et al. found out that abundances of Bacteroidetes were

reduced and those of Actinobacteria and Firmicutes increased when

working the night compared to day shift. Faecalibacterium

abundance was found to be a biomarker of the day shift work.

Dorea longicatena and Dorea formicigenerans were significantly

more abundant in individuals when working the night shift.

Rotational day and night shift work causes circadian rhythm

disturbance with an associated alteration in the abundances of gut

microbiota, leading to the concern that such induced alteration of

gut microbiota may at least partially contribute to an increased risk

of future metabolic syndrome and gastrointestinal pathology (82).

Based on the data summarized about shift work above, there is

no doubt that it represents a significant risk of developing metabolic

disorders and the problem is all the more pressing in light of the rise

in shift work that has followed industrialization. Given the

increasing prevalence of T2DM, it is imperative to ascertain

which aspects of shift work schedules may pose the greatest

disruptions, and for whom. This will facilitate the development of

focused primary and secondary prevention strategies, which in turn

may contribute to a reduction in the societal and financial costs
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associated with disease. Additionally, more studies need to be done

to confirm microbiome-circadian rhythm-metabolic pathology

associations because the result can have outcome in targeting

some compensation strategies to reverse negative impact of shift

work on health.
3 Future research

The above-mentioned results suggest that researching the

relationship between circadian disruption and metabolic and

cardiovascular health in population-based studies is a worthwhile

endeavor (26). Despite being carefully planned to test cause and

effect, experimental studies are typically conducted over a brief

period of time. Since humans are typically exposed to risk factors

over longer periods of time in real life, more research is required to

determine which factors are the strongest for developing diseases

over longer time periods.

The results of studies on the effects of nocturnal night light

exposure, sleep disturbance and deprivation, shift work, jet lag, late

chronotype and other factors support the hypothesis that disruption

of the circadian system contributes to the development of insulin

resistance in humans due to impaired glucose tolerance.

The need for more tight integration of the research fields on

sleep and CM functions seems obvious because their disturbances

represent comorbidity of many disorders. Obstructive sleep apnea

(OSA) is example of such disorder. OSA has been shown to be a

separate risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, as

well as an increased risk of hypertension, stroke, acute coronary

syndrome, and arrhythmias. The association between OSA and

T2DM has been well characterized: on the one hand, OSA can

contribute to increased insulin resistance or glucose intolerance; on

the other hand, diabetes may worsen sleep-disordered breathing

because of autonomic neuropathy. Insulin resistance can also be a

predictor for the development of OSA. Moreover, the association

between OSA and insulin resistance is probably bidirectional (89).

Surprisingly, OSA can also occur in people with type 1 diabetes

mellitus (T1DM) who are not obese, despite the fact that it is more

commonly associated with T2DM patients (with a prevalence of up

to 50%). It has been shown that during sleep, autonomic reactions

to hypoglycemia are diminished, especially in individuals with

T1DM. Therefore, one potential mechanism of OSA in people

with T1DM is neuromuscular dysfunction of the upper airway

dilator muscle, which can be impeded by upper airway neuropathy

(90). Moreover, a pathological oximetry was linked to advanced age,

a longer course of the illness, and a higher incidence of retinopathy

(91). Nevertheless, OSA definitely needs more research in the field

of CM, which could be very useful for improving the treatment

methods of this diagnosis (92).

To determine the ideal meal times and dietary habits for

circadian and CM health, more research is required. Timing of

eating could be viewed as a novel approach for the diagnosis,

prevention, and treatment of T2DM in clinical practice,

particularly in vulnerable populations such as shift workers and

late-night eaters, who together account for a sizable portion of our

society (30). Dietary evaluation is difficult, but techniques that take
FIGURE 4

Factors contributing to circadian disruption.
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into account timing of intake—especially in relation to bed and

wake times—are essential for this field. Meal and sleep timing is

possible with the Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Dietary

Assessment Tool (ASA24), for instance (93).

New molecules targeting the molecular clock by modulating

specific clock gene expression have been newly explored as

promising targets for improving the circadian regulation such as

nobiletin or REV-ERB - nuclear receptor subfamily 1 group D

member 1 (NR1D1)) agonists (94). REV-ERB plays an important

role in regulation of the circadian clock and it also takes part in

several physiological processes, including metabolic pathways and

immunity (83).

The new technologies can be employed to determine the

underlying mechanism of misalignment between internal

circadian rhythmicity and externally imposed behavioral

schedules. For example, time-resolved metabolomics has been

used as a useful tool. A study published in 2018 found that after

simulated shift work, traditional markers of the circadian clock in

the SCN (melatonin, cortisol, PER3 gene expression) remained

relatively stable but rhythms in many plasma metabolites

circulating with 24-hour rhythmicity showed complete reversal or

lost rhythms (94). Detailed characterization of the rhythmic

metabolite profiles may provide insight into the underlying

mechanisms linking shift work and metabolic disorders and help

to explore the bio-behavioral factors that orchestrate them (95–97).

Additionally, the biomarkers of circadian phase can help to

optimize behavioral strategies or possible pharmacological

interventions to prevent metabolic disruption in humans in

the future.

Finding biological markers to objectively assess the existence of

circadian rhythm disruptors in clinical practice is undoubtedly one

of the methodological issues that needs to be taken into account for

future research. By doing this, the evidence supporting a link

between circadian disruption and CM disorders would be more

accurate and of higher quality.

In conclusion, it is imperative to investigate optimal

compensating mechanisms for shift work, with a particular focus

on ways to avoid potential metabolic complications associated with

this work schedule. In the future, further clinical studies will be

needed to deeply investigate the clinical utility of the current

understanding of the regulation of the circadian clock of IS.

There is a need to conduct research to see if any of these

adjustments advanced or stabilized bedtimes, chronotype-

appropriate exercise regimens, and customized meal plans—may

be beneficial. This comprises studies to ascertain the efficacy of the
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intervention as well as implementation studies to evaluate the

intervention’s feasibility acceptability in real-world settings. It is

crucial that these implementation studies be carried out across a

range of demographic subgroups, such as ages, genders, and races

and ethnicities, given the significant influence of sociocultural

factors on behavior. In conclusion, these upcoming research

endeavors will facilitate a more comprehension of circadian

disruptors concerning cardio-metabolic disorders and facilitate

the identification of efficacious strategies for intervention.
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